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Softening the blow of the pandemic: will the International Monetary Fund and World Bank make things worse?

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is not only stretching health systems to their limits, it is rapidly becoming a threat to the entire global economy, on a scale much greater than the 2007–08 financial crisis. Policymakers from high-income countries have been quick to respond, pledging unprecedented amounts of support to citizens and businesses. The EU announced a “no limits” commitment to protect European economies by purchasing sovereign and corporate debt, while the US congress has agreed a US$2 trillion stimulus bill.

Such measures are not, however, open to low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs), which will face the brunt of the COVID-19 burden. Emerging markets were among the first from which investors fled and have so far withdrawn more than $83 billion from them, the largest capital flow ever recorded. This limits the credit available to governments and businesses, pushes down commodity prices and real economic activity, and ultimately reduces health-system budgets at a time when capacity urgently needs to expand.

The G20 countries envisaged the two leading global financial institutions, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, playing a central role in supporting these countries, acting as “financial firefighters”. In recent weeks, both announced a set of tools to deal with the pandemic’s impact. But is this the best way to achieve lasting global health security?

The IMF is responding to requests for emergency assistance from more than 80 countries and has made available two emergency funding streams. First, up to $50 billion of rapid-disbursement funding is available for LMICs, which need not have an existing full-fledged IMF programme. Second, countries can apply for catastrophe containment and relief trust support, designed to assist with pandemics; this fund has about $400 million available thus far and might increase further. By early April, only four countries had received support from either instrument, and the IMF’s principal response has been more of the same: urging crisis-stricken countries to apply for conventional loans, albeit with greater flexibility in funding—up to $1 trillion is reportedly available. These loans are subject to controversial conditionalities—reforms that must be introduced before money is disbursed. Such conditionalities have adverse effects on population health because they include ill-designed policy measures such as budget cuts, reducing the number and wages of health and social workers, weakening workforce protections, or promoting privatisations.

The World Bank has announced a $14 billion package of fast-track assistance, and hopes to deploy up to $160 billion over the next 15 months. Rather than using its Health, Nutrition, and Population Division, with its expertise in health, the bulk of this support ($8 billion) will channel through the International Finance Corporation, the Bank’s private sector financing arm. This arm has been chosen despite its absence of expertise in building public health systems, and the accumulated evidence of the poor (and costly) results of public–private partnerships in health. Acceptance of World Bank (or IMF) loans would also saddle countries with additional debt repayments that will continue to drain money from health systems.

The remaining $6 billion is earmarked to support health care directly. The World Bank plans new rapid procurement modalities to bulk-purchase medical supplies. Yet it is unclear whether this will strengthen public health systems that are struggling now or instead finance private health services that might take much needed staff from them. The latter seems more likely, for two reasons. First, the $2 billion that the International Finance Corporation will disburse via its Real Sector Crisis Response Facility envisages, among others, loans to private companies in the health-care sector. Second, World Bank President David Malpass clarified that his institution’s support will be conditional on structural adjustment policies mandating deregulation (eg, by promoting private markets in health) or trade liberalisation.

Once again, both the IMF and parts of the World Bank are pursuing policies that will have adverse consequences on health outcomes because they prioritise fiscal objectives and market-driven solutions. Is there an alternative? We argue, yes.

First, invest in universal public health. Although adequate support must be provided to the economy to
preventing bankruptcies and a longer depression, given that the pandemic is fundamentally a health problem, a ratio of 6:1000 ($6 billion for health out of $1 trillion total) cannot be appropriate. Public health systems, which care for the most vulnerable, need adequate funding to recruit and retain health and social workers, run facilities, and purchase equipment and drugs. These investments would help ensure universal coverage.

Second, pandemic funds should promote real economy activities and health and social protection, avoiding conditionalities. Many LMICs do not have the reserves to fight COVID-19, prevent bankruptcies, and avoid permanent damage to the economy. Injecting funds (or international liquidity) will be a lifeline for these countries, as was done by the G20 after the 2007–08 financial crisis. Now is the time to stop conditionalities on emergency pandemic aid.

Third, expand financing sources and regulate capital flows. Governments will benefit from additional sources of fiscal space for public health systems, from larger fiscal deficits to wealth or other taxes. Capital controls can stop destabilising mass outflows that put pressure on governments’ financing costs, and the IMF can assist countries instituting them.9

Fourth, there must be an immediate debt moratorium to public and private creditors, such as those being implemented in some high-income countries, channelling funds to deal with the pandemic.10

For decades, international financial institutions have pursued policies that undermine public health systems, allowing billions of people to remain without adequate health care. The COVID-19 pandemic is an opportunity to do things differently.
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